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arc introduced, and it is shown that they play a role analogous to prime divisor, R- 
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asymptotic sequence, and asymptotic grade in the asymptotic theory. ~~0 1985 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent works such as [ 11, 12, S] have developed the concepts of 
asymptotic prime divisors, asymptotic sequences, and asymptotic grade, 
showing they behave very similarly to, respectively, prime divisors, R- 
sequences, and classical grade. Asymptotic sequences are of interest 
primarily because they give information concerning the minimal prime 
ideals in the completion of a local ring. The goal of this paper is to develop 
the analogous concepts of essential prime divisor, essential sequence, and 
essential grade, which will similarly give information concerning all the 
associated prime ideals in the completion of a local ring. 
Briefly, for an ideal Z in a Noetherian ring R, E(Z) = {P E Spec R; P(R,)* 
is minimal over Z(R,)* +z for some z~Ass(R~)*} (with (Rp)* the com- 
pletion of RP) is the set of essential prime divisors of Z. The sequence 
Xl T..., x, in R is an essential sequence if (x1,..., x,) # R and, for all 
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Foundation, Grant MCS-8301248. 
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i= l)...) n, x, $ u {P; PEE(( x, ,..., xi- ,))}. Then egd(Z), the essential grade 
of Z, is defined to be the length of an essential sequence maximal with 
respect to coming from Z (it being proved this is unambiguous). We show 
that these concepts have the required properties to provide considerable 
information concerning all the associated primes in the completion of a 
local ring, and they seem to be an excellent analogue of the standard and 
asymptotic theories. Moreover, it was shown in [12] that the asymptotic 
theory plays a role in regard to locally quasiunmixed Noetherian rings 
analogous to that played by the standard theory in regard to 
Cohen-Macaulay rings, and in Section 6 we show that the essential theory 
plays a similar role in regard to locally unmixed Noetherian rings. 
For the most part, our arguments are elementary, the exceptions being a 
clever argument due to P. Schenzel, and the appearance of various facts 
concerning completions. (In particular, no facts concerning the asymptotic 
theory are required, except in minor places.) The work here does not really 
offer anything profoundly new, except a viewpoint. Essential prime 
divisors, essential sequences, and essential grade appear to be an efficient 
vehicle through which various facts about completions can be discussed. As 
an illustration of this, we will use the machinery we develop to prove that if 
p is prime in a Noetherian ring R, and if R, is unmixed, then so is R, for 
all but finitely many elements of (P E Spec R; p c P and height P/p = 1). 
In Section 2 we give some preliminary lemmas. Section 3 contains the 
definition of essential prime divisor of an ideal and several facts and 
characterizations of such prime ideals. These seem to be interesting ideals 
and to have some very useful properties, and we think they will be useful in 
other situations. In Section 4 we define essential sequences and prove a 
number of facts concerning them, and in Section 5 the concept of essential 
grade of an ideal is developed. Section 6 contains several characterizations 
of locally unmixed Noetherian rings in terms of the previous concepts, and 
in Section 7 we mention the one property we are aware of that holds for 
the standard theory but fails to hold for the essential theory. 
We want to note that Dan Katz began working in this area at the same 
time we did. His approach to the subject is through projective equivalence 
of ideals, and he has proved some very nice related results, which will be 
published elsewhere. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Out rings will always be Noetherian with identity, and the completion of 
a semi-local ring R will be denoted R*. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let (R, M) be a local ring and let z E Ass R. Then there is 
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a nonzero x in R such that, for every ideal I with M minimal over I + z, 
either x E I or ME ASS R/I. 
Proof Let q,n ... n qn = (0) be a normal primary decomposition of 
zero with q1 z-primary. Select x E (q2 n . . . n qn) - q,. Let M be minimal 
over I + z and assume that M $ Ass R/I. Then for any P E Ass R/I we have 
z g P. Pick y E q1 -P. Since yx = 0, we see that x is in every primary ideal 
belonging to P. This is true for all P E Ass R/I, and so x E I. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Let z E P be primes in a Noetherian ring R with 
z E Ass R. Then there is an integer k > 0 such that P E Ass R/I for all ideals I 
satisfying P is minimal over I+ z and IS PCk) = PkR, n R. 
Proof We may assume that R is local at P. Choose x as in (2.1) and k 
such that x $ Pk = PCk). Then if P is minimal over I + z and if I E PCk), then 
x# I, so PE Ass R/I, by (2.1). 
(2.3) Notation. Let I_cJ be ideals in a Noetherian ring. Then the 
sequence I:JgI:J2z . . . eventually stabilizes. Following P. Schenzel in 
[14] we denote the eventual stable value by I: (J). 
(2.4) Remark. Let I and J be ideals in a Noetherian ring R. 
(2.4.1) If Ic J and if I= q1 n ... n q,n qr+ i n ... n q,, is a primary 
decomposition of I with JE Rad qi exactly when i = l,..., r, then one easily 
sees that I:(J)=q,+,n ... nq,. 
(2.4.2) Obviously for a prime P in R containing Z, P is not a prime 
divisor of I: (P >. 
(2.4.3) If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R, then (I:(J)) R,= 
Is: (J,). 
This section will be closed with the following result. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let I be an ideal in a local ring (R, M). Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(2.5.1) There is a z E Ass R with M minimal over I+ z. 
(2.5.2) r){r”:(M);m= 1, 2 ,... } Z(0). 
Furthermore, if R is complete, then these are equivalent to: 
(2.5.3) There is a k > 0 such that, for all m > 0, I”‘: (M) @ Mk. 
Proof Assume that (2.5.1) holds. If A4 is minimal over Z, then 
Z”‘: (M) = R for all m, so (2.5.2) holds. If M is not minimal over 1, then 
r” c_ I” : (M) E M, and so by (2.5.1) M is minimal over r” : (M) + z. Since 
M$ Ass R/(Y’ : (M)), by (2.4.2), we see that the x of (2.1) is in 
n{r”:(M);m=l,2 ,... }, so (2.5.1)*(2.5.2). 
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Assume that (2.5.2) holds and pick 0 # y E fi {P’: (M); m = 1, 2,... 1. A 
well-known corollary to the Artin-Rees Lemma says there is an h > 0 such 
that, for all m>h, r”:yR~((O):yR)+r”-hcz+I”-h, where ZEASS R is 
chosen to contain (0): yR. The choice of y shows that for any m there is an 
n such that M” G P: yR E z + PPh. Thus M is minimal over I+ z, so 
(2.5.2) * (2.51). 
Finally, if R is complete, then (2.5.2)o (2.5.3), by [ 10, (30.1)] together 
with the Krull Intersection Theorem. 
3. ESSENTIAL PRIME DIVISORS 
In this section we define the essential prime divisors of an ideal and then 
use the results in Section 2 to prove several characterizations and related 
facts. We begin with the definition. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let I and P be ideals in a Noetherian ring R such 
that P is prime. Then P is an essential prime divisor of I in case I G P and 
P(R,)* is minimal over RR,)* +z for some ZE Ass (Rp)*. The set of 
essential prime divisors of I will be denoted E(Z). 
(The word “essential” was chosen because of the characterizations in 
(3.2.2) (3.5) (3.6), and (3.8) together with the fact [ 13, (3.1)] that if R is a 
semi-local domain and 9 c Spec R, then n{ R,; PEP} is a finite R- 
module if and only if every essential prime divisor of a principal ideal in R 
is contained in some PEP; thus the localizations at these primes are 
somewhat analogous to the essential valuations of a Krull domain (whose 
intersection is the Krull domain).) 
It is clear from (3.1) that every minimal prime divisor of I is in E(Z). 
Some other basic facts concerning such prime ideals are given in (3.3), but 
we first prove two characterizations. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let IC P be ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that 
P in prime. Then the following are equivalent: 
(3.2.1) PEE(I). 
(3.2.2) There is an integer k > 0 such that P E Ass R/J for all ideals J of 
R satisfying Rad J= Rad I and JE PCk’. 
(3.2.3) There is an integer k > 0 such that, for all m > 0, I’?‘: (P> SC PCk), 
Proof Assume that (3.2.1) holds and let k be as in (2.2) applied to 
z G M = P( R,)* with z E Ass( R,)* such that A4 is minimal over 1( R,)* + z. 
Assume J is an ideal in R such that Rad J = Rad I and Jc_ PCk). Then by 
the choice of z we see that M is minimal over J(R,)* + z, while JG PCk) 
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shows that J(R,)* sMk. By (2.2), M is a prime divisor of J(Rp)*, so it 
follows that P E Ass R/J, hence (3.2.2) holds. 
Assume that (3.2.2) holds. If P is minimal over Z, then, for all m > 0, 
r” : (P) C& P, by (2.4.2), and so (3.2.3) holds. If P is not minimal over Z, 
then Rad(Z”’ : (P)) = Rad Z, and since P is not a prime divisor of Z”’ : (P), 
(3.2.2) implies that r”: (P) @ PCk), so (3.2.3) holds. 
Finally, if (3.2.3) holds, then we get (Y)p: (Pp) g (Pp)k, and so 
r?l(R,)*: (P(R,)*) g (P(R,)*)k. By (2.5.3)=(2.5.1) we see that (3.2.1) 
holds. 
Proposition (3.3) contains some basic facts concerning E(Z). For (3.3.1), 
recall that it was shown in [l] and in [S] that the sets Ass R/F are stable 
for large 12. It has been standard in the literature to refer to this stable value 
by A *(I), and we continue to do so here. Thus A *(I) = {P E Spec R; 
P E Ass R/Z” for all large n }. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Zf Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, then the 
following statements hold: 
(3.3.1) E(Z) GA*(Z), hence E(Z) is a finite set. 
(3.3.2) Zf S is a multiplicatively closed set in R with Sn P = @, then 
P E E(Z) if and only if P, E E(Z,). 
(3.3.3) E((0)) = Ass R. 
(3.3.4) Zf z E Ass R and P is a prime minimal over Z+ z, then P E E(Z). 
(3.3.5) !f J is an ideal in R such that Rad J= Rad Z, then E(J) = E(Z). 
Proof (3.3.1) Let P E E(Z). Then by (3.2.1) 3 (3.2.2) let k be as in 
(3.2.2). Then clearly P E Ass R/Z” for all n 2 k, so PEA *(I). 
Statement (3.3.2) is clear, since (RS)Ps = R,, (3.3.3) follows immediately 
from the fact that PEASS R if and only if P(R,)* E Ass (Rp)*, (3.3.4) 
follows readily by considering (Rp)*, and (3.3.5) is clear by (3.1). 
The next three results give some additional characterizations of when 
P E E(Z). 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let ZC P be ideals in a Noetherian ring R. Then 
PEE(Z) if and only if there exist prime ideals Q in R and z z N* in 
Spec (R,)* such that P E Q, z E Ass( R,)*, N* is minimal over Z(R,)* + z, 
andN*nR=P. 
Proof If PEE(Z), then the conclusion readily follows using Q = P. 
For the converse, assume the existence of such prime ideals, let 
L = (RQ)* and M= QL. Let J be an ideal in R such that Rad J= Rad 1 
and Jc PCk), where k is given by (2.2) applied to z c N*. Then N* is 
minimal over I”L + z for all n > 1, so N* is minimal over JL + z. Also 
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JL c N*(k), so N* E Ass L/JL, by (2.2). Since N* n R = P, [lo, (lB.ll)] 
implies that N* E Ass L/PL and P E Ass R/J. Therefore (3.2.2) holds for P, 
so PEE(Z), by (3.2.2)+(3.2.1). 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Zf ZG P are ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that P 
is prime, then P E E(Z) if and only if there exists z E Ass R with z c P and 
P/z E E((Z+ z)/z). 
Proof. By (3.3.2) we may assume that R is local at P. If P E E(Z), then 
let w  E Ass R* such that PR* is minimal over ZR* + w  and let z = w  n R, so 
z E Ass R. Now (R/z)* g R*/zR* and w/zR* is an associated prime of zero 
in this ring. Since (P/z)(R/z)* s PR*/zR* is minimal over 
((I+ z)/z)(R*/zR*) + w/zR*, we have P/z E E( (I+ z)/z). The proof of the 
converse is similar. 
We now come to a key result; it shows that E(Z) behaves well with 
respect to faithfully flat extensions. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let R c T be a faithfully flat extension of 
Noetherian rings and let Z be an ideal in R. Zf P E E(ZT), then P n R E E(Z). 
Conversely, if p E E(Z), then, for each minimal prime divisor P of pT, 
PEE(ZT) and PnR=p. 
ProoJ Let P E E(ZT), let k be as in (3.2.2) applied to P, and let J be 
an ideal in R with Rad J= Rad Z and JC pck’, where p = P n R. Then 
Rad JT= Rad IT and JTs Pck’, so P E Ass T/JT, by (3.2.1) = (3.2.2). Thus 
p E Ass R/J, by flatness, and so p E E(Z), by (3.2.2) * (3.2.1). 
Now let p E E(Z) and let P be a minimal prime divisor of PT. Then 
A = R, E T, = B satisfy the Theorem of Transition and, by hypothesis, 
there exists z E Ass A* such that IA* + z is pA*-primary. Therefore 
(IA* + z) B* is PB*-primary, so if w  is a minimal prime divisor of zB*, 
then w  E Ass B* and ZB* + w  is PB*-primary. Therefore PE E(ZT), and 
P n R = p by flatness. 
We next want to show that E(Z) behaves nicely for finite integral exten- 
sion rings. For this we need the following lemma; we are indebted to R. 
Heitmann for its proof. 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let R E T be rings, R a domain, and let R E R- be a 
faithfully flat extension. Assume that each nonzero element of R is regular in 
T. Then each regular element of R ~ is regular in R - OR T. 
ProoJ If false, then let b be regular in R ~ and t # 0 in R- OR T such 
that bt = 0. Let t = C; bi@ ti, and assume amongst all such nonzero t with 
bt = 0 ours is chosen to have n minimal. Now bb,E 
((t 2 ,..., t,) R- :t,R-),m = (((t2 ,..., t,) R:t,R),) R-. If ((t2 ,..., t,) R:t,R), 
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= (0), then bb, = 0, and since b is regular in R-, bl =O, showing that t 
really only requires n - 1 terms, a contradiction. Thus pick 
0 # XE ((t2,..., n t ) R:t, R)R and note that b(tx) = 0. The choice of x readily 
shows that tx can be written C; ci@ ti for appropriate tie R-. The 
minimality of n therefore shows that tx = 0. However, x#O in R, so by 
hypothesis this means that x is regular in T. As R- OR T is faithfully flat 
over T, x is regular on R ~ 0 R T. Thus tx = 0 gives t = 0, a contradiction. 
Proposition (3.8) shows that E(I) behaves nicely in finite integral exten- 
sion rings. 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. Let R E T be Noetherian rings with T a finite R- 
module and let I be an ideal in R. If P E E(I), then there exists Q E E(ZT) 
with Q n R = P. If also z E Ass T implies z n R E Ass R, then the converse is 
also true. 
Proof For both directions it may be assumed that R is local at P. First 
assume that PEE(I). Then for some z E Ass R* we have PR* minimal over 
IR* + z. Letting T* = R* QR T, T* is a finite integral extension ring of R*, 
and so there exists z’ E Ass T* with z’ n R* = z. If Q’ is a maximal ideal of 
T* with z’ c Q’, then it is readily seen that Q’ is minimal over IT* + z’. 
Thus Q’ E E(ZT*), by (3.3.4), and so by (3.6) Q = Q’ n TE @IT). Obviously 
Q n R = P, as desired. 
For the converse, assume z’ E Ass T implies z’ n R E Ass R and let 
Q E E(ZT) with Q n R = P. We want to show that PEE(Z). By (3.5) there 
exists z’ E Ass T with z’ E Q and Q/z’ E E((ZT + z’)/z’). Letting z = z’ n R, 
the assumption implies that ZE Ass R, so it follows from (3.5) that it is 
enough to show P/z E E( (I+ z)/z). Since P/z = (Q/z’) n (R/z), it is enough 
to prove our result in the case that R and Tare domains with R local at P, 
which we now assume. 
T* = R* OR T is the completion of T and is a finite integral extension 
ring of R*. Also, by hypothesis and the isomorphism Tz,.z (T,)* there 
exists z’ E Ass T* such that QT* is minimal over IT* + z’. Let z = z’ n R*. 
Then by the Going-Up Theorem and the fact that QT* is the only maximal 
ideal in T* containing z’ (since T*/z’ is a complete semi-local domain, 
hence necessarily local) it follows that PR* is minimal over IR* + z. As T is 
a domain, (3.7) shows that z = z’ n R* consists of zero divisors. Thus z E w  
for some w  E Ass R*. Obviously PR* is minimal over ZR* + w, and so 
P E E(Z). 
Concerning (3.8), it is necessary to assume that T is a finite integral 
extension ring of R. For example, if (R, M) is the local domain in [4, 
Proposition 3.31, then altitude R= 2 and (a) there exists a height one 
depth one prime divisor of zero in R*; and (b) the integral closure R’ of R 
is local. Then ME E(bR) for all nonzero b E M, by (a) and (3.1). Therefore 
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R(l) = n{Rp; p E Spec R and height p = 1 } is not a finite R-module, by 
[S, (7.2.3)]. However, R”‘c R’ (since (b) implies height one primes in R’ 
contract to height one primes in R), so R(l) is an integral extension domain 
of R. Now every prime divisor of a principal ideal in R(l) has height one, 
by [5, (5.10.17)], so there does not exist PEE(~R(‘)) that lies over M. 
This section will be closed with the following proposition and related 
remark (3.10). 
Proposition (3.9) is a slight strengthening of a result of P. Schenzel in 
[ 143; it gives two necessary and sufficient conditions for E(Z) n E(J) to be 
nonempty when Zc J. 
(3.9) PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent for ideals ZG J in a 
Noetherian ring R. 
(3.9.1) E(Z)nE(J)#@. 
(3.9.2) There is a PEE(Z) with JG P. 
(3.9.3) There is a k > 0 such that, for all m > 0, Z”’ : (J) GL Jk. 
Proof. It is clear that (3.9.1) * (3.9.2). 
Assume that (3.9.2) holds. Then by (3.2.1) * (3.2.3) there is a k > 0 such 
that, for all m > 0, r”: (P) @ PCk). Thus (3.9.3) holds, since 
Z”‘:(P)cZ”‘:(J) and J&P. 
Now assume that (3.9.3) holds, so there exists PE Ass R/Jk with 
(Y)p: (Jp) @ (Jp)k. We may assume that P is minimal with respect to 
making this noncontainment true for some k and all m. Replacing (Rpr Pp) 
by (R, M), we assume that Z”’ : (J) G Jk for all m but if p E Spec R - {M}, 
then for all h > 0 there is an m > 0 with (r”),: (J,) E (J,)h. Let 
K,,, = I”‘: (J) and note that these decrease as m increases. Fix h large 
enough that Ass R/Jh has stabilized at A*(J). We claim that for large 
m, K,,, + Jh stabilizes. 
For this, first note that any associated prime of the module (K, + Jh)/Jh 
is in A*(J). As A*(J) is a finite set, our assumption on primes p # M shows 
that for sufficiently large m the only possible associated prime of 
(K, + Jh)/Jh is M. Thus the annihilator of each nonzero element of our 
module has radical equal to M. As our module is finitely generated, some 
power of M kills it, so (K, + Jh)/Jh has finite length for large m. Thus for 
fixed large h, K,,, + Jh stabilizes for large m. 
We now consider R-, the J-adic completion of R. The sequence of ideals 
K,R- is decreasing and, for all m, K,,,R- @ JkRp (since Z”‘: (J) @ Jk). 
And for each fixed large h, K,,,R- + JhR- stabilizes for all large m, so the 
same proof as [lo, (30.1)] shows that n {K,R-; m = 1,2,...} # (0). Let 
y #O in this intersection. Then there is a t > 0 such that for all 
m>t,r”R-:yR-~(O):yR~+r”~‘R-~z+r”-’R-, where ZEASSR- 
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contains (0): yR-. The choice of y shows that for each m there is an n with 
J”R-GF’R-:~R~ ~z+r”-‘R-. As IcJ, it follows that IR-+z and 
JR- + z have the same radical. Let p be any prime minimal over these 
ideals. Then p is in both E(IR-) and E(JR-), by (3.3.4). As R G R- is 
faithfully flat, (3.6) shows that p n R E E(Z) n E(J), so (3.9.3) + (3.9.1). 
(3.10) Remark. Comparing (3.9.3) and (3.2.3) it might be thought that 
possibly P (k) in (3.2.3) could be replaced with Pk, but this is not true. That 
is, r”: (P) @ Pk for all m does not imply that Z”‘: (P) G PCk) for all m. To 
see this, let (R, M) be a three dimensional local domain such that Ass R* 
contains a depth one prime. Then it follows from (3.1) that ME E(Z) for all 
nonzero ideals I. Let Z be such that depth I= 2. Then infinitely many height 
two primes contain Z. As E(Z) is finite we can find a prime P with Ic P and 
P$ E(Z). By (3.2.1)= (3.2.3), for all k>O there is an m >O with 
I”: (P) E PCk). However, ME E(Z) n E(P), and so (3.9) shows that for 
some k, I”‘: (P) G Pk for all m. 
4. ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES 
In this section we introduce the concept of essential sequences and show 
that they have most of the basic properties enjoyed by R-sequences and 
asymptotic sequences. We begin with the definition. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. The elements x, ,..., x, in a Noetherian ring R are 
called an essential sequence if (x1 ,..., x,) #R and, for all i= l,..., n, 
x,~U{P;p~E((x,,...,x,-.,))} 
Proposition (4.2) contains a list of some of the basic properties of essen- 
tial sequences. For (4.2.5), R*(Z) = { PE Spec R; P is a prime divisor of 
(Z”)U for all large n}, where (I”), is the integral closure in R of Z”. It is 
shown in [ll, (2.8)] that A*(I) GA*(I). 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. The ,following statements hold for a Noetherian ring 
R: 
(4.2.1) x, in R is an essential sequence if and only tf x, is a regular non- 
unit. 
(4.2.2) Q-xl ,..., x, are an essential sequence in R and if S is a mul- 
tiplicatively closed set in R such that (x ,,..., x,) R, # R,, then x ,,..., x, are 
an essential sequence in Rs. 
(4.2.3) Let R c T be a faithfully flat extension of Noetherian rings and 
let x, ,..., x, in R. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
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(4.2.3) (a) x1 ,..., x, are an essential sequence in R. 
(4.2.3) (b) x1 ,..., x, are an essential sequence in T. 
(4.2.3) (c) The images of x1 ,..., x, are an essential sequence in T/z for 
all z E Ass T. 
(4.2.4) Let R G T he Noetherian rings with T a finite R-module and let 
x1,..., x, be elements in R. If they form an essential sequence in T, then they 
form an essential sequence in R. If also z E Ass T implies z n R E Ass R, then 
the converse is also true. 
(4.25) Zf x ,,..., x, are asymptotic sequence, then A*( (x, ,..., x,)) c 
E((x, ,...> x,)). 
(4.2.6) An R-sequence is an essential sequence, and an essential sequence 
is an asymptotic sequence. The converse statements are false. 
Proof Statements (4.2.1))(4.2.4) follow, respectively, from (3.3.3), 
(3.3.2), (3.6) and (3.5), and (3.8). 
For (4.2.5) it may be assumed that R is local. Let X= (x1,..., x,). Then if 
PEA*(X) and P* is a minimal prime divisor of PR*, then there exists a 
minimal prime ideal z in R* such that ZG P* and P*/zEJ*((XR*)/Z), by 
[12, (5.1)] and [ll, (6.3)]. Now height ((XR* +z)/z)=n, by [12, (2.6)], 
(since x, ,..., x, are an asymptotic sequence), so height P*fz = n, by 
[ 12, (4.1) and (3.7)] (since R*/z is quasi-unmixed). Therefore P* is 
minimal over XR* + z, so P = P* n R E E(X), by (3.3.4) and (3.6). 
If x,,..., x, are an R-sequence, then they are an essential sequence, by 
(3.3.1) and that fact that A*((x, ,..., x,))= Ass R/(x, ,..., xJ, by [6, Ex. 13, 
p. 1031. Also, an essential sequence is an asymptotic sequence, by (4.2.5). 
And if x1 is not in any minimal prime ideal in R, then x1 is an asymptotic 
sequence, by [12, (2.3.1)], but not necessarily an essential sequence, by 
(4.2.1). Finally, it is shown in (7.1) that if x 1 ,..., x, are an essential sequence 
in R, then the images in R,ix, R of x2,..., x, need not be an essential 
sequence, so an essential sequence need not be an R-sequence, by 
[6, Theorem 1161. 
Proposition (4.3) sets the stage for defining the essential grade of an 
ideal. This will be done in (5.1), and (5.3) gives two additional charac- 
terizations of n in (4.3). 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and let 
x,,..., x,be an essential sequence maximal with respect to coming from I. 
Then n=min{depthz; z~Ass(R,)* with ZsP~SpecR)=min{depthz; 
ZE Ass(R,)* with PEE(I)}. 
Proof By (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), for each prime ideal P that contains Z and 
for each z E Ass(R,)* we have that the images of x1 ,..., x, form an essential 
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sequence in (Rp)*/z. Now if yi,..., yn are an essential sequence in some 
ring, then height (y, ,..., y,) = n, since the minimal prime divisors of an 
ideal Z are in E(Z). Thus depth z 2 height ((xi ,..., x,)(Rp)* + z)/z = n, and 
so n is less than or equal to the minimum of the first set above, which, in 
turn, is clearly less than or equal to the minimum of the second set. To 
finish the proof, we note that the maximality of x, ,..., x, means that there is 
a P E E((x, ,..., x,)) with ZE P. This means there exists z E Ass(R,)* with 
P(R,)* minimal over (x,,..., x,,)(RP)* + z. Since (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) show 
that the images of x,,..., x, are an essential sequence in (R,,)*/z, it follows 
that depth z=n. Also, P(R,)* is clearly minimal over Z(R,)* +z, so 
P E E(Z). Thus the minimum of the second set above is less than or equal to 
n, completing the proof. 
Proposition (4.4) gives a useful characterization of essential sequences 
contained in the Jacobson radical. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let x1,..., x, be elements in the Jacobson radical of a 
Noetherian ring R. Then they are an essential sequence if and only if height 
((x1,..., x,)(R,)* +z)/z=n for all maximal ideals M in R and for all 
z E Ass(R,)*. 
ProojI If xi,..., x, are an essential sequence in R, then the conclusion 
follows as in the first part of the proof of (4.3). 
For the converse, assume that x, ,..., x, are not an essential sequence and 
pick the first i (0 < i< n) such that there exists PE ,5(X,) with xi+ i E P, 
where Xi = (xi ,..., xi). Let M be a maximal ideal in R containing P, let 
L = R,, and let P* be a minimal prime divisor of PL*. Then by (3.3.2), 
(3.6), and (3.5) there exists z E Ass L* such that P*/z E E((XiL* + z)/z). 
Now x1 + z,..., x, + z are an essential sequence in L*/z, by (4.2.2), (4.2.3), 
and the choice of i, so since L*/z is unmixed it follows from 
(6.1.3) * (6.1.4) that height P*/z= i. Also, x,+, E P, so height 
(X,,, L* +z)/z<i+ 1. Hence, since L*/z is catenary and X,GM, by 
hypothesis, it follows that height (X, L* + z)/z <n, as desired. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. IfX=(x, ,..., x,) and Y=(y, ,..., y,) are ideals con- 
tained in the Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring R such that 
Rad X= Rad Y, then x, ,..., x, are an essential sequence if and only if 
y, ,..., Y, are. 
Proo$ Rad X = Rad Y implies height (X(R,)* + z)/z = height 
( Y(R,)* + z)/z for all maximal ideals M in R and for z E Ass(RM)*, so this 
follows immediately from (4.4). 
The final result in this section, (4.6), shows that every permutation of an 
essential sequence contained in the Jacobson radical is again an essential 
sequence, so each of the elements is regular, by (4.2.1). 
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(4.6) PROPOSITION. Zfxl,..., x, are an essential sequence contained in the 
Jacobson radical of a Noetherian ring R, then each permutation of x, ,..,, x, is 
an essential sequence in R. 
Proof This follows immediately from (4.4). 
5. ESSENTIAL GRADE 
The essential grade, of an ideal in a Noetherian ring is defined in this 
section, and then it is shown that this grade enjoys most of the basic 
properties that standard grade and asymptotic grade have. We begin with 
the definition. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. If Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, then the essen- 
tial grade of Z, denoted egd(Z), is the length of an essential sequence 
maximal with respect to coming from I. 
It follows from (4.3) that egd(Z) is unambiguously defined. Also, it is 
clear that if ZE J, then egd(Z) 6 egd(J). 
Proposition (5.2) shows the relationship between the standard grade, 
asymptotic grade, and essential grade of an ideal. 
(5.2) PROPOSITION. Zf Z is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, then 
grade(Z) d egd(Z) < asymptotic grade(Z) < height Z. 
Proof This is immediate from (4.2.6), since asymptotic 
grade(Z) d height Z, by [ 12, (3.3.4)]. 
Proposition (5.3) gives two useful characterizations of egd(Z). 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R. Then 
egd(Z)=min{height(Z(R,)* +z)/z; ZcPESpec R and z~Ass(R,)*} = 
min{height(Z(R,)*+z)/z; PEE(Z) and z~Ass(R,)*} 
Proof Let egd(Z) = n and let xi ,..., x, be an essential sequence in Z. As 
their images are an essential sequence in (Rp)*/z for all Zc PE Spec R and 
ZE Ass(Rp)*, by (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), we see that n=egd(Z) is less than or 
equal to the minimum of the first set. This in turn is clearly less than or 
equal to the minimum of the second set, which is seen to be less than or 
equal to egd(Z), by (4.3). 
(5.4) COROLLARY. Zf I is an ideal in a local ring (R, M), then egd(Z) = 
min{height(ZR* + z)/ z; z E Ass R*}. Therefore egd(M) = min{depth z; z E 
Ass R*}. 
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Proof Let n = min{ height(ZR* + z)/z; z E Ass R*}, so egd(Z) <n, by 
(5.3). Also, by elementary prime avoidance there exist x,,..., x, in I such 
that height((x, ,..., x,) R* + z)/z = n for all z E Ass R*. Thus by (4.4) we see 
that egd(Z) 2 n, so egd(Z) = n. The last statement follows readily from the 
first statement. 
(5.5) COROLLARY. Zf Z and J are ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that 
Rad I= Rad J, then egd(Z) = egd(J). 
Proof This is clear by (5.3). 
It was shown [3, Theorem 23 and its proof that if Z is an ideal in a 
Noetherian ring R and if x,,..., x, in Z are such that 
height((x, ,..., x,)(Rp)* + z)/z = n for all PE Ass R/Z and for all 
z E Ass(Rp)*, then XI;,..., xi are Z-independent for all large k. (That is, if 
Z’( TI ,..., T’,) is a form such that F(xl; ,..., x,“) = 0, then all coefficients of F are 
in I.) Therefore the proof of (5.3) shows that if x1,..., x, are an essential 
sequence in Z, then xl;,..., xf: are Z-independent for all large k. 
Proposition (5.6) shows the relationship between egd(Z) and the essential 
grade of several ideals related to I. 
(5.6) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, let 
egd(Z) = n, and let x1 ,..., x, be an essential sequence contained in I. Then the 
following hold 
(5.6.1) Zf the Noetherian ring T is a faithfully flat extension of R, then 
egd(ZT) = n and x1 ,..., x, are an essential sequence from IT. 
(5.6.2) If the ring extension T of R is a finite R-module such that 
z E Ass T implies z n R E Ass R, then egd(ZT) = n and x, ,..., x, are an essen- 
tial sequence from IT. 
(5.6.3) egd( (I+ z)/z) 3 n for all z E Ass R and equality holds for some 
such z, and the images in each R/z of x, ,..., x, are an essential sequence from 
(I+ zyz. 
Proof (5.6.1) By (4.2.3) we see that x1,..., x, are an essential sequence 
in IT. Thus we need only show they are maximal. As they are a maximal 
essential sequence from Z, there exists p E E((x, ,..., x,)) with ZG p. By (3.6) 
there exists P E E((x, ,..., x,) T) with P n R = p. As IT E P, the conclusion 
follows. 
The proof of (5.6.2) is similar, but use (4.2.4) and (3.8) in place of (4.2.3) 
and (3.6), and the proof of (5.6.3) is similar, but use (3.5) in place of (3.6). 
This section will be closed proving three additional results which 
establish for essential grade certain useful known properties of standard 
grade and asymptotic grade. 
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(5.7) PROPOSITION. The following statements hold for an ideal I in a 
Noetherian ring R: 
(57.1) If S is a multiplicatively closed set in R such that I, # R,, then 
egd(1) < egd(Z,). 
(5.7.2) There exists a minimal prime divisor P of I such that 
egd(Z) = egd( P). 
(5.7.3) There exists Q E E(Z) such that egd(Z) = egd(Ze) = egd(Qa). 
(5.7.4) zfXl )...) x, are an essential sequence and PG Q in Spec R are 
such that (x1 ,..., x,) R c P E Q E E((x,,..., x,)“) for some k >/ 1, then 
egd( P) = egd( Pe) = n. 
Proof: (5.7.1) follows immediately from (4.2.2). 
For (5.7.2) and (5.7.3) let x ,,..., x, be a maximal essential sequence in I. 
Then there exists Q E E((x, ,..., x,)) such that ZC Q, so Q contains some 
minimal prime divisor P of I. Then n = egd(Z) < egd(P) <egd(Q) = n, so 
egd(Z) = egd(P), hence (5.7.2) holds. Also, n = edg(Z) < egd(Z,) < egd(Qo), 
and egd(Qa)=n, by (4.2.2) (since Q,EE((x, ,..., x&), by (3.3.2)). Thus 
egd(Z) = egd(ZQ) = egd(Qe). Finally, Q E E(Z), since Q(RB)* minimal over 
(x i ,..., x,)(Rp)* + z implies Q(Rp)* is minimal over Z(R,)* + z, so (5.7.3) 
holds. 
For (5.7.4), QE,!?((x, ,..., xJk) implies that QEE((x, ,..., x,)), by (3.3.5), 
so Q, E E((x,,..., x,)~), by (3.3.2), and (xi ,..., x,),E P,&Q,. Therefore 
n = egd((x, ,..., x~)~) (by (4.2.2)) < egd( Pe) 6 egd( Q,) = n, so egd( Pp) = n. 
And (x, ,..., x,) c P, so egd(P) > n, so (5.7.4) follows from (5.7.1). 
(5.8) PROPOSITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R and let b be 
an element in the Jacobson radical of R. Then egd(I) < egd( (I, b)) < 
egd(Z) + 1. 
Proof The first inequality is clear. 
Assume that egd(Z)=n, let xi,..., x, be an essential sequence from Z, and 
let PeE((x,,...,x,)) with IGP. By hypothesis (P,b)#R, so let Q be a 
prime minimal over (P, b). Since P, E E( (x1 ,..., x,) R,), by (3.3.2), it 
follows that egd(Zo) = n. If we can show egd((Z, b),) < n + 1, then by 
(5.7.1) we have egd((Z, b)) < n + 1 as desired. The preceding shows that it 
suffices to prove the original statement in the case that R is local. That is, 
we are assuming egd(Z) = n and we want to show egd( (Z, b)) d n + 1 in the 
local ring (R, M). By (5.4) we have n = min{ height(ZR* + z)/z; z E Ass R*} 
and we want to show that min{height((Z, b) R* + z)/z; ZE Ass R* > <n + 1. 
Since R*/z is catenary, this is straightforward. 
The last result in this section is the egd version of the 1916 result of 
Macaulay: Powers of ideals of the principal class in K[X,,..., X,] are 
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height-unmixed; and of Rees’ generalization: Powers of ideals generated by 
an R-sequence in a Noetherian ring are grade-unmixed. To prove our 
result we need the following definition. 
(5.9) DEFINITION. Let Z be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, let P, ,..., P, 
be maximal in E(Z), and let S = R - IJB Pi. Then (Zk), = ZkR, n R is the 
essential component of Zk. 
Concerning (5.9), note that (Zk), is an isolated component of Zk, so it is 
uniquely determined by Z. 
(5.10) PROPOSITION. Let X be an ideal generated by an essential 
sequence in a Noetherian ring R. Then (Xk), is egd unmixed for all k 2 1; 
that is, egd(P) = egd(X) for all prime divisors P of (Xk),, and egd(P) = 
egd( Pr) = egd( X) $ P E E( Xk). 
Proof Let P be a prime divisor of (Xk), for some k > 1. Then there 
exists Q E E(Xk) such that P c Q, by (5.9), so the conclusion follows from 
(5.7.4). 
6. ESSENTIAL SEQUENCES AND UNMIXEDNESS 
For a Noetherian ring R the following are well known to be equivalent: 
(a) grade(Z) = height Z for all ideals I; (b) grade(M) = height M for all 
maximal ideals M; and, (c) R is Cohen-Macaulay. The asymptotic version 
of this was shown in [ 12, (4.1)]; namely, the following are equivalent: (a) 
grade*(Z)= height Z for all ideals Z, where grade* denotes asymptotic 
grade; (b) grade*(M) = height M for all maximal ideals M; and, (c) R is 
locally quasi-unmixed. (A local ring R is unmixed (resp., quasi-unmixed) in 
case depth z = altitude R for all (resp., for all minimal) ZE Ass R*.) Our 
first result in this section continues this pattern. 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. The following are equivalent for a Noetherian ring 
R: 
The following are equivalent for a Noetherian ring R: 
(6.1.1) egd(Z)=height Zfor all ideals I. 
(6.1.2) egd(M) = height M for all maximal ideals M. 
(6.1.3) R is locally unmixed. 
(6.1.4) Zf x,,..., x, are an essential sequence in R and 
PEE((x~,..., x,)), then height P = n. (For n = 0 we take this to mean that 
PEE((O))=ASS R implies height P=O.) 
4x1 95 I-16 
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(6.1.5) Zj-(x ,,..., x,) # R and if height (x, ,..., xi) = i for i = l,..., n, then 
x1 ,..., x, are an essential sequence. 
Proof It is clear that (6.1.1) =c- (6.1.2). 
If (6.1.2) holds, then it readily follows from (5.7.3) and (5.4) that R, is 
unmixed for all maximal ideals M, and unmixed local rings are locally 
unmixed, by [9, Proposition 63, so (6.1.3) holds. 
Assume (6.1.3) holds and let x1 ,..., x, and P be as in (6.1.4). Then 
PEE((X,,..., x,)) implies there exists z~Ass(R~)* such that P(R,)*/z is 
minimal over ((x1,..., x,)( R,)* + z)/z. Since xi + z,..., x, + z are an essential 
sequence, by (4.2.2) and (4.2.3), we have depth z = n. However, R, is 
unmixed, by (6.1.3), so n = depth z = altitude R, = height P, hence 
(6.1.3) * (6.1.4). 
Assume that (6.1.4) holds and assume inductively that x1 ,..., xi- , have 
already been shown to be an essential sequence (the case i = 1 works 
equally well). If PE E((x, ,..., xi-, )), then height P= i- 1, by (6.1.4), and 
since height(x, ,.,., xi) = i we have xi+! P for all P E E((x, ,..., xi- i)). Thus 
x, ,..., xi are an essential sequence, so by induction (6.1.5) holds. 
Finally, assume that (6.1.5) holds and let I be an ideal in R, say 
height Z= n. Then egd(Z) < n, by (5.2). Also, we can easily find x1 ,..., x, in I 
with height(x, ,..., xi) = i for i= l,..., n. But then x1 ,..., x, are an essential 
sequence, by (6.1.5) so n<egd(Z), and so (6.1.5)*(6.1.1). 
In a locally unmixed ring, height(x,,..., x,) = n is not sufficient to assure 
that x, ,..., x, are an essential sequence. Thus (6.1.5) cannot be relaxed. 
However, in an unmixed local ring it does work, as we now show. 
(6.2) COROLLARY. The following are equivalent for a local ring (R, M): 
(6.2.1) R is unmixed. 
(6.2.2) There exists a system of parameters in R which is an essential 
sequence. 
(6.2.3) Every subset of a system of parameters in R is an essential 
sequence. 
Proof Assume that (6.2.1) holds. If x, ,..., xi are a subset of a system of 
parameters in R, then altitude R/(x, ,..., xi) R = altitude R-j for j= l,..., i. 
Therefore, since R is catenary, by (6.2.1), it follows that height (xi,..., xj) = j 
for j = l,..., i. Therefore by (6.1.3) + (6.1.5) it follows that (6.2.3) holds. 
It is clear that (6.2.3) * (6.2.2). 
Finally, if (6.2.2) holds and x1 ,..., x, is such a system of parameters, then 
altitude R = n = egd((x, ,..., x,)) = egd(M), by (5.5), so R is unmixed, by 
(5.4). 
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(6.3) COROLLARY. Let x1 ,..., x, be an essential sequence in a Noetherian 
ring R and let P be a prime minimal over (x1,..., x,). Then R, is unmixed. 
Proof P, E E( (x1 ,..., x,) Rp), by (3.3.2), so egd(P,) = n. Also, 
height P = n, by (5.2) and the Generalized Principal Ideal Theorem, so 
height P, = n = egd(P,), hence R, is unmixed by (6.1.2) 3 (6.1.3). 
The next result is the essential version of: Powers of ideals of the prin- 
cipal class in Cohen-Macaulay rings are height-unmixed; and of the 
asymptotic version: The integral closures of powers of ideals of the prin- 
cipal class in locally quasi-unmixed Noetherian rings are height-unmixed. 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. Zf X is an ideal generated by n = height X elements in 
a locally unmixed Noetherian ring R, then (Xk), is height-unmixed for all 
k 3 1; that is height P= height Xfor all prime divisors P of (Xk),. 
Proof: Let P be a prime divisor of (Xk), for some k > 1. Then there 
exists QEE(X~) such that PE Q, by (5.9), so (Xk)o’ P,G Q,E 
E((Xk),) = E(X,), by (3.3.2) and (3.35). Also, the images of the generators 
of X in R, are an essential sequence, by (6.2), so n = height(Xk), < 
height P, <height Q, = egd(Qo), by (6.1.3) 3 (6.1.1). And egd(Qo) = 
egd(X) = n, by (5.10), so it follows that height P = n. 
We now prove the final result in this section. 
(6.5) PROPOSITION. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let p E Spec R such 
that R, is unmixed. Let W= (PE Spec R; p c P, height PJp = 1, and R, is 
not unmixed). Then W is finite. 
Proof Suppose that W is infinite. By [7, Theorem 1] all but finitely 
many P E W satisfy height P = height p + 1. Deleting those finitely many 
does no harm, and so we assume this equality holds for all PE W. Now 
let x, ,..., x, be elements in R whose images in R, form a maximal 
essential sequence. (By (6.1.3) + (6.1.2), n = egd(p,) = height p.) Let 
V=U;(qEE((x I,“‘, Xi&, )); X~E q}. Then it is readily seen that for any 
prime Q containing x, ,..., x,, their images will be an essential sequence in 
R, if and only if q @ Q for all q E I’. In particular, no q in V is contained 
in p. Now each q E V can be contained in at most finitely many P E W, since 
if W’ is an infinite subset of W, then n (P; P E IV’} = p. As V is finite, by 
deleting finitely many primes from W we can assume that the images of 
x, ,..., x, are an essential sequence in R, for all P E W. Thus egd(P,) 2 n for 
all PE W. 
We now delete from W the finitely many primes in W n E((x, ,..., x,)). 
For the remaining primes we immediately see that the images of x, ,..., x, in 
R, are a nonmaximal essential sequence. Therefore egd(P,) > n for all 
PE W. However, by (5.2) it follows that egd(P,) < height P, = 
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height P = height p + 1 = n + 1. Therefore, in our final version of W, we find 
egd(P,) =n + 1 = height P,, and so R, is unmixed, by (6.1.2)* (6.1.3). 
But this is a contradiction, so W is finite. 
The analogue of (6.5) which discusses R, being quasi-unmixed can be 
proved using asymptotic sequences. See [8, Chap. V]. 
7. A NONANALOGUE 
In this brief section we mention the one property we know concerning R- 
sequences which does not hold for essential sequences. 
It is known that if x,,..., x, are an R-sequence, then, for each i, x1 ,..., xi 
are an R-sequence and the images of xi+ I ,..., x, are an R/(x ,,..., xi) R- 
sequence. This does not hold for essential sequences, as we now show. 
(7.1) PROPOSITION. There exists an unmixed local domain R of altitude 4 
and an essential sequence x, ,..., xq in R such that the images of xz, x3, xq in 
R/x, R are not an essential sequence. 
Proof It was shown in [2] that there exists an unmixed local domain 
(R, M) of altitude 4 with a prime element x1 such that R/x, R is not 
unmixed. By (6.1.3)* (6.1.2) let x2, x3, xq in M such that x1 ,..., xq are an 
essential sequence. Then egd(M/x, R) < height M/x, R = 3, by 
(6.1.3)*(6.1.2) (since R/x,R is not unmixed), so the images of x2, x3, x4 
in R/x, R cannot be an essential sequence. 
8. E(Z) AND n A*(J), RAD J=RAD 1 
It follows easily from (3.2) that E(Z) c n A*(J) over all ideals J satisfy- 
ing Rad J= Rad I. We now give an example showing that this inclusion is 
proper. Let R = C[ [X, Y, Z]]/( Y2Z + X3 + XZ2). Then R is a 2-dimen- 
sional complete local domain containing a height 1 prime P which is not 
the radical of any principal ideal. Let M be the maximal ideal of R. Let 
Rad J= Rad P = P, and let J’ be a minimal reduction of J. Then Rad- 
J’ = P, and so J’ is not principal. This shows that the analytic spread of J, 
Z(J)>l. Thus Z(J)=2. By [8, Propositions 4.1 and 3.171, MEA*(J) 
whenever Rad J= P. On the other hand, obviously M$ E(P) since R is a 
complete local domain. 
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